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Qval
Quality
Control
Qval Film, a full-cycle video Qval Film, a full-cycle video 
production agency, making production agency, making 
commercials, music videos commercials, music videos 
and ready to take on a full-and ready to take on a full-
fledged film project. fledged film project. 
Qval Film provides the Qval Film provides the 
rental of film equipment, rental of film equipment, 
as well as an experienced as well as an experienced 
team of professionals, to team of professionals, to 
produce a project of any produce a project of any 
complexity in UAE, Russia complexity in UAE, Russia 
and Europe. and Europe. 

We create powerful We create powerful 
music videos that visually music videos that visually 
complement the track’s complement the track’s 
atmosphere and form a atmosphere and form a 
cohesive story.cohesive story.

We have tremendous We have tremendous 
experience experience 
of work with such artists, of work with such artists, 
as as Lil Duke, Lil Pump, Lil Duke, Lil Pump, 
6ix9ine, Rick Ross, 6ix9ine, Rick Ross, 
Jason Derulo, Just Jason Derulo, Just 
Sul, Larry Wheels Sul, Larry Wheels 
others. others. 
Our clients are Our clients are 
Four Seasons, Four Seasons, 
Raffles, Raffles, 
Ulysse Ulysse 
Nardin, Jetex, Nardin, Jetex, 
Dsquared2, Dsquared2, 
Swarovski, Swarovski, 
Chopard, Jumeirah, Chopard, Jumeirah, 
Marks & SpencerMarks & Spencer  
and many more.and many more.

best 
creative 

Production 
in Dubai



FILMMAKING SHOWREEL 2023
QVAL FILM STUDIO. 2023 click to watch

SHOWREEL 
FOR  2022 - 2023 

* compilation of works for year 
2022-2023 

https://vimeo.com/qvalfilm/showreel2023


JUMEIRAH CONFERENCE & EVENTS CENTRE CAMPAIGN
QVAL FILM STUDIO. 2023 click to watch

https://vimeo.com/qvalfilm/conference


Director, 
DOP

Our establishment 
was launched with a 
very talented, open-
minded director Andrey 
Kovalev, he is the 
ideological inspirer and 
creator of the company.

Since 2009 Andrey 
has been involved 
in photo and video 
production. During 
that time, he has 
gained experience 
as a universal clip-

maker, performing the 
work of a director, 
DP, gaffer, editor 
and colorist and that 
allows to qualitatively 
track each stage of 
video production and 
not miss even the 
smallest detail.

creator.
andrey
kovalev

qval_director

https://www.instagram.com/qval_director/


FOUR SEASONS «FEEL THE BEAT»
QVAL FILM STUDIO. 2022 click to watch

https://vimeo.com/792018450


team
work

QVAL FILM- 
Non-fictional 
«outsourcing team»

We are licensed professionals 
ranging from sparks and focus 
puller to gaffer, director and 
producer.

Our team is as real as our 
projects - 
you can find them all in the 
official sources of our clients.



JETEX NEW YEAR COMMERCIAL
QVAL FILM STUDIO. 2021 click to watch

https://vimeo.com/792016187


Commercials
Music videos 
Movies

High-end 
media 
services

9 years works 
+ +500



LIL PUMP - CORONAO NOW X DUBAI TRIP
QVAL FILM STUDIO. 2021

ARMOO FEAT. 6IX9INE - «BOZO»
QVAL FILM STUDIO. 2021

YOUNG ZWANN FT. LIL DUKE - DUBAI DREAMS
QVAL FILM STUDIO. 2021

click to watchclick to watch click to watch

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HA4NczTMp1U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h97_M3Pxdjc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8jw9I9qDCKU


AMT MEDIA CREATIVE
QVAL FILM STUDIO. 2022 click to watch

https://vimeo.com/792525491


NEW 
LEVEL

Full preparation cycle: from idea and synopsis 
to creation of exclusive locations. We will 
create a script, conduct a casting of models, 
take over the work with documents. 
You will have a complete picture 
of the project, before the shoot begins.

We will link all locations, transportation timings, outlays 
between the takes and provide everything on time to 
save the client’s time and budget. The selection of 
high-quality equipment, suitable for the tasks of the 
project, is our responsibility - we will record the sound, 
set up the light, turn on the camera - ACTION! 

Editing, color correction, mastering and sound 
design are what we do in the post-production 
stage, as well as the visual effects of any 
complexity. Our producers study the material in 
detail in order to convey the desired message to 
the viewer, correct composition and competent 
advertising integration.

PRE-PRODUCTION

PRODUCTION

POST-PRODUCTION

We are not following the references - we create them



A!MS - DON’T SLIP
QVAL FILM STUDIO. 2022 click to watch

https://youtu.be/DHnj6c5HGwM


Movie
filming
equipment

We are the owners 
of our equipment. 
And we set up the prices 
for ourselves.

Qval Rental provides a wide 
range of high level video-
production equipment including 
the support of a highly 
professional team. 

We invite you to visit our virtual 
office now and become our 
privileged clients: 

qval.me/rental

https://qval.me/rental


FOUR SEASONS CHAT COMMERCIAL
QVAL FILM STUDIO. 2022 click to watch

https://vimeo.com/792017587


our clients



TRIBE OF 6 LAUNCH CAMPAIGN
QVAL FILM STUDIO. 2022 click to watch

https://vimeo.com/792016725


Thanks 
for 
attention!

+971 58 583 6020
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